


Hi There. 
So, you want 
to facilitate 
positive change? 
Great news, because there are 
some seriously messy social 
and environmental problems in 
the world, and who better to 
help fix them, then you (and the 
people you influence)! 

As diverse as we humans are, 
we share two very important 
things-- we all have the same 
neurological foundations, 
and we are all socially 
constructed. 

This booklet provides a 
quick dive into these two 
things, through the weird 
and wonderful world of 
human experience. And, offers 
insightful suggestions on how 
to design experiences that 
engage, delight and inspire 
others. 
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This guide is the second in an ongoing 
series of handbooks filled with insights 

and ideas on how to make change, 
designed for creative rebels and change 

agents. 

You may be a facilitator or educator, 
designer or manager; whatever your 
role, at some point in time you have 
to stand up and guide other people 

through something. This is a powerful 
and somewhat daunting position to have, 
one in which I personally take much pride 

in being enabled to do. As an educator, 
researcher, designer, sociologist and 

public speaker, I am constantly exploring 
new ways to curate experiences that 

have the right mix of challenge, reward, 
risk, intrigue and outcomes. As this 

book explores, these elements affect 
all humans and are part of the complex 

cognitive experiences that educate, 
delight and intrigue us-- thus making 

them fantastic tools to create engaging 
environments for enacting change. 

 

tips & Tricks
to facilitating change

leyla acaroglu
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one
Role
guide, facilitator, leader, 
boss, warrior, captain, 
chief, educator, host... 

Whatever you want to call it, facilitating and educating is really 
about being a good host. You’re guiding a group of people through 
an experience-- be it educational, productive, managerial, or purely 
entertaining. Regardless of the desired outcome, your role is to keep 
the boat afloat and heading in the right direction. You help people 
access and traverse content through the experiences that you 
curate.  

Leading a group, getting up and sharing your ideas, taking charge 
of a room and presenting on a stage-- these are all moments of 
human interaction that require not only confidence and intent, but 
also flexibility and a toolbox of methods for getting your message 
across. So let’s dive into the foundations of human experience to 
help you to discover ways of engaging even the most stubborn of 
participants. This is an opportunity to develop or refine your own 
personal toolset of ways to enliven and activate any room! 
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Whether you’re facilitating a group discussion or presenting a talk, 
your leadership role should be about empowering and activating 
others, not about having power and control. Whilst there are various 
elements of these with which  you will need  to bargain , the skills 
required to maintain interest whilst talking and sharing with others, 
are similar to, and overlap with the skills needed to engage your 
team in a boardroom. 

To start, you of course need to have confidence and expertise in 
your topic area. Beyond that, you also need a set of approaches 
that help you navigate the complexity of human interaction and 
experience. 

There are two very fundamental shared human conditions that 
can help us understand ourselves and the people we are working 
with:

1. We all have the same neurological foundations. 
2. We are all socially constructed. 

Our brains are at the core of how we experience the world. While 
they are incredibly complex, there is some key universality in how 
they function. The tools that we have to translate our neurological 
impulses (such as language, social norms and behaviours) are 
all formed through social experiences. After all, humans are 
social animals that have benefited immensely from our ability to 
communicate and translate our feelings into actions. 
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two
Shared 
human 
conditions 

Our brains have the same hardware. Of course, the files of 
memories we make throughout our lives differ, but we all have the 
same neurochemicals that transfer information based on these 
memories and trigger both conscious and unconscious decisions 
and actions. What happens in our brains impacts how we interact 
with the world. This certainly differs between people and cultures 
however, thanks to the work of neuroscientists and sociologists, we 
continue to uncover an incredibly fascinating world of neural activity 
that directly impacts our actions, opinions and experiences of the 
world around us. 

1. We all share the 
same neurological 
foundations
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Shared 
human 
conditions 

Our brains are the control centers of human experience. 
Inputs trigger memories, which trigger emotions, which trigger 
neurochemicals, which trigger actions. We have a nerve that 
runs from the base of our brains all the way down our spinal cord, 
connected to all our major organs. It’s called the Vagus Nerve (part 
of the parasympathetic nervous system), and scientists are beginning 
to discover just how critical this is for our physiological responses, and 
to our experiences-- from butterflies, or knots in the stomach, to the 
“fight, flight or freeze” response we encounter  when triggered by a 
threat. These types of reactions are all induced by a complex array 
of neurological processes. 

You may have heard about “fight or flight,” an automatic response 
triggered by stimuli that our brain interprets as threatening. This is all 
governed by an incredibly important and tiny, almond shaped, part 
of our brain called the Amygdala which triggers a domino effect of 
hormone and chemical outcries across the body via our Sympathetic 
Nervous System. The Amygdala is housed within a part of the brain 
call the Limbic System, often referred to as our emotional center, 
because the amygdala controls all of our emotions, behavior and 
motivations. Basically our physiological responses to things (the way 
we feel, move, act) are all directly linked to this biological process. 

The Limbic System also houses the Hippocampus, which impacts 
on our perceptions of the world, since it plays an important part in 
our comprehension of information as well as short and long term 
memory function. This is not to be confused with the Hypothalamus, 
also housed in the Limbic System, which has a range of important 
functions such as regulating body temperature, sleep, hunger and 
the all-important endocrine system functions or processes -- the 
gland that produces the hormones to regulate metabolism, growth, 
sexual and reproductive functions, mood and sleep. 

The opposite of the stress-filled ‘fight or flight’ fear response, 
is the super relaxing ‘Rest or Relaxation’ state (governed by the 
Parasympathetic Nervous System; think of the great feeling you get 
after eating, having sex or when super relaxed). Both of these states 
are induced by a cocktail of neurochemicals, including dopamine, 
oxytocin, cortisol and endorphins.  
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Aside from the neurochemical cocktail that helps to dictate our 
worldly experiences and interactions, our brains are riddled with what 
scientists and sociologists call “cognitive biases.” These are often 
unconscious habits that influence our thinking patterns. Unconscious 
as they may be, cognitive biases are collectively experienced 
within society-- they are norms that are replicated and transmitted 
between social groups, like social adaptations that cloud our ability 
to make rational decisions. 

Consider, for example, Choice Paralysis, the cognitive bias 
commonly experienced when we are overwhelmed with options. 
When you walk into a store and there are 20 different versions of the 
same product from which to pick, your mind tries to weigh up all the 
different things you need. The hierarchy of these influencing factors 
are different for everyone (e.g.: price, aesthetics, function, durability, 
desirability etc), but all of our brains scramble to figure out what the 
best choice is, often checking back in with the subconscious parts of 
our brain like the memory center, the hippocampus. What did I buy 
last time? Did I like it? Do I need or like something else?  

In these situations, all sorts of neurochemicals are triggered to help 
you make a decision, however, when there are too many factors 
flying around and an abundance of options from which to pick, the 
result is often a mini-mind paralysis, resulting in the easiest option: to 
not make a decision at all.  This was found in a study conducted by 
Iyengar and Lepper (1),  people who were given tastings of jams 
from 24 varieties were less likely to make a purchase than those who 
only had 6 options to select from. Too much choice can have a 
reverse effect in decision making. 

Undoubtedly, the brain is by far the most complex and amazingly 
fascinating part of our bodies. Weighing just three pounds, it uses 
up to 20% of our total energy and without it, we couldn’t do, well, 
anything! It’s the bit that keeps all the other bits functioning and 
performing in order, and it’s one of the least understood parts of us. 
Although, this is dramatically changing; thanks to the introduction 
of new technologies such as fMRI scans, scientists are constantly 
discovering new elements and aspects of the human experience, 
based on our neurological activities. 
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While our unique experiences influence the ways in which we each 
interpret the world, all human brains have the same foundations, we 
are governed by the same neurochemicals and all have similar fear 
responses, albeit, triggered by different stimuli. In fact, scientists say 
that all mammals are governed by the same neurological impulses . 
But what does this all mean? Well, amongst other things, gaining an 
understanding of these neurological processes (2) can dramatically 
help you in designing experiences that trigger the right types of 
chemicals for knowledge transfer and increased engagement. 

Aside from the commonality of neurological processes, another 
fascinating and important element of human life that we all share, is 
that we are all socially constructed to be humans. 

2. We are all 
socially 
constructed 

Of all species in the animal kingdom, human babies are the 
ones born the most helpless. Our larger brains, needed for higher 
neurological processing, mean that we come out a bit less “cooked” 
than some of our fellow mammals. In part because of this, we have 
to learn a lot of our survival skills from mirroring and mimicking those 
around us. Essentially, it is through our experiences with the world 
that we develop into humans who can walk, talk, cook, use tools, 
eat with forks, etc. We aren’t born ready to stand, or even crawl for 
that matter, and are even less able to run away from a threat, we 
have to be carried to safety until we are big enough to escape for 
ourselves. We aren’t able to fly, catch food, swim, speak, or even 
crawl our way out of a threat! As babies, we are literally helpless and 
thus inherently reliant on our parents, or other grownup caregivers 
for survival. 

1. Iyengar, Sheena S., and Lepper, Mark R. (2000) “When choice is demotivating: Can one desire too 
much of a good thing?” Journal of personality and social psychology 79.6, 995.
2. Panksepp, Jaak. (2010) “Affective neuroscience of the emotional BrainMind: evolutionary 
perspectives and implications for understanding depression.”Dialogues in clinical neuroscience 12.4, 
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This dependence on our parents for survival creates incredible 
bonds, many of which are increased by oxytocin-- the neurochemical 
that triggers the dilation of the cervix during childbirth and flows 
during breastfeeding. Since it’s the chemical that makes us feel 
amazingly relaxed, loved and content with life, it bonds us to our 
caregivers and, later in life, to our lovers and friends (Yes, it is also 
the chemical that flows post orgasm that makes you feel incredibly 
relaxed and, well, happy!). 

These incredibly strong social bonds, influenced by neurochemicals, 
mean that we learn to rely on others for survival, and thus are primed 
to respond to reward and punishment from our parents and, later in 
life, from the systems and social constructs that we operate in. No 
matter what society in which you have been socialized, all humans 
go through a similar method of conditioning through reward and 
punishment. The dichotomy of good and bad is what teaches us 
what we should and shouldn’t do. Take a moment to think of the 
mechanisms used to influence your decisions and action when you 
were a child, or the rules and regulations that governments put in 
place to keep order. These are all the same behavioural mechanisms 
of rewards and punishment. 

When we receive rewards, such as food, love, affection and prizes, 
our brains light up with all of the positive chemicals (dopamine, 
oxytocin and serotonin), storing the actions associated with it as a 
positive memory, conditioning the behaviour for reward, and this 
system helps the brain to remember and replicate positively rewarded 
behaviours. On the one hand we have these great rewards (often 
referred to as the “carrot”), on the other hand we have negative 
consequences like punishment, pain, rejection, scolding and fines 
(referred to as the “stick”). The negative experiences trigger the stress 
hormone, cortisol, which tells our brains what to avoid. Because these 
“sticks” trigger negative feelings, causing discomfort, awkwardness 
or even pain, they create memories linked to neural signals for us to 
avoid such actions and situations in the future.

If you use punishment as a mechanism to teach someone 
something, you have to be aware of the fact that this can lead 
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to a bad feeling/memory being associated or triggered with the 
topic or environment in which they are being punished. This is 
not to say that disincentives are bad and should never be used. 
Humans actually respond to risk and challenge very well, and 
some people find obstacles as a driver for being more involved 
and motivated. However, it’s important to be considerate of the 
cognitive experiences that an action or experience is setting up for 
the participant. Since it is through experience that we all learn how 
to regulate behaviour and make decisions, our brains prefer to stick 
more in the happy neurochemical zone of oxytocin, rather than in 
the yucky stress-filled zone of cortisol. 

Fascinatingly though, the stress hormone cortisol is regulated by 
oxytocin. Stress and love literally counteract each other! The higher 
your cortisol (stress) levels are, the lower your oxytocin (relaxation) 
levels are and vice versa. 

The thing to know about social construction is that it is highly 
transferable and replicable. Just as a virus can duplicate itself 
and transfer between hosts, social norms that govern society are 
replicated through social connections and generations. Albeit, they 
are highly adaptable and change all the time. Not too long ago the 
world was believed to be flat, intelligent women were classified as 
witches that could be burnt at the stake, and it was accepted that 
fellow humans could be bought and sold as slaves (thankfully these 
are no longer replicated social norms!). 

Humans are very good at making norms work in their favor (even 
if this comes at a cost to other humans). This means that hierarchy, 
power and a myriad of other factors play into the creation of the 
dominant social norms of the day. For example, in the so-called 
“debate” on climate change, there are many social norms that 
play into the collective perception as to what is right or wrong, and 
thus what “needs” to be done and what “should” be ignored. In 
this case there is no clear right or wrong answer because there is 
no clear reward or punishment. Scientists keep saying there will be 
catastrophic ecological damage, but it’s hard to comprehend 
this given its global scale and the fact that it is not immediately 
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impacting on all of us. Yet, from an evolutionary survival perspective, 
the fact that we may be heading toward an irreversible collapse 
of the natural systems that keep us alive should be enough of a 
punishment to trigger collective action. Apathy, avoidance, denial 
and ignorance are all social conditions governed by cognitive biases 
that affect ability or inability to act; these will all be discussed in more 
detail in the coming chapters. 

Culture, and what is socially acceptable shifts over time, sometimes 
rapidly and sometimes incredibly slowly. Whatever way you look at 
it, reward and punishment -- the “carrot and the stick” -- are the 
dominant forms of social control and order that influence and affect 
our entire experience of the world. We all use and respond to it, 
whether we like it or not and whether we are aware of it or not.  

Think of the last time you interacted with a child. Did you end 
up resorting to reward and punishment to get them to wield to 
your demand? We use the tools that were used on us because, as 
social animals, we learn to replicate culture. Countless aspects of 
our personal lives are influenced by social norms, cues and habits. 
Whenever I’m hanging out with my nieces and nephews, there is 
a considerable amount of negotiating that goes on. The kids want 
what they want, and I want them to do what I think is right (like eat 
their vegetables or brush their teeth). It’s inevitable that at some 
point I will resort to a bargaining position that leverages reward and 
punishment in some way, such as treats for good behaviour and 
time-out for bad behavior. I’m always shocked at how naturally these 
type of strategies come to me; before I know it I’m making statement 
like “no TV unless you brush your teeth” or “if you do that again I will 
send you to your room”. These are natural states of influence within 
which I was socialized, and thus I have a neural predisposition to 
replicate what was successfully applied to me, and thus passing the 
same social construction on to the next generation and influencing 
their behavior. 

The awareness of this replication of social construction, sparks 
a powerful question for me: how can we rewrite or recode these 
predetermined mental approaches of interacting with others to 
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shift the cycles? When I’m running a class, I often ask people to “flip 
the script” on their dominant or mainstream ways of approaching 
something. This perspective-shifting helps to build multi-dimensional 
thinking, and personally helps me to intervene in the dominant 
social norms that inevitably become   adapted into our repertoire of 
behaviours and human interactions. 

These two factors, neurochemical makeup and social 
constructionism, are fundamental to all human existence. Of course, 
there are many more complex nuanced social and biological 
experiences that affect us as humans, but these two basic building 
blocks are the foundations for the human condition. Our neurological 
make-up allows us to learn how to operate effectively in the world, 
and in turn our social experiences form our neurological makeup! 

There are so many arenas of human experience into which this 
feeds. When making choices about how to engage others, how to 
inspire, move, motivate, educate, share and even love, it helps to be 
very aware of these two fundamental factors that are constantly at 
play in us complex human beings.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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three
Things 
you need 
to know 
about the 
brain 
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three
Things 
you need 
to know 
about the 
brain 

Dopamine: 
Is responsible for rewards and it motivates us into action. Setting 

a goal and achieving it, working towards and obtaining a prize 
or reward-- this is all driven by dopamine. It is released in spurts 
or “hits” and is triggered by perceived reward and obtainment. 
Many street drugs and even chocolate trigger this highly addictive 
neurochemical, which makes us feel excited and happy. 

Oxytocin: 
The hormone of bonding and human connection is oxytocin. It 

is sometimes referred to as the “love drug”, as it is often triggered 
during shared human experiences and after sexual climax, making 
us feel incredibly loved and relaxed. Whereas dopamine is released 
in spurts, oxytocin fows. Though generally positive, it can drive us a 
little crazy-- as we seek it out, it creates longing for the humans and 
experiences that trigger its release. The warm feelings we get from 
oxytocin are counteracted by Cortisol, the stress hormone.

Cortisol: 
This is the hormone responsible for stress. Secreted by the 

adrenal glands, it is triggered by many daily life experiences and 
by perceived threats. Like oxytocin, it has a habit of “flowing.” This 
means that we feel it for a period of time and it can escalate to 
extreme levels, causing anxiety and a myriad of other unpleasant 
physiological feelings. Nearly every cell in our body contains cortisol 
receptors. While it plays an important role in regulating our blood 
pressure and immune functioning, it is also the chemical triggered 
during the “fight or fight” response. 

1. The Key 
Neurochemicals 
that influence 
human behaviour: 
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Serotonin: 
This is our confidence chemical, although it plays many roles, as 

it is implicated in affecting our mood, appetite, social behaviors, 
sleep, memory and sexual desire. Despite it being a neurotransmitter, 
90% of our serotonin is produced in the gut! It is linked to feelings of 
worthiness and creates a sense of belonging and purpose. It’s also 
the chemical most commonly found in antidepressants. 

Endorphins: 
These painkilling molecules are released to help overcome an 

extreme experience, and they also make us feel elated and pretty 
damn amazing. The chemical structure resembles opiates, so it’s no 
wonder that they make us feel so good. Endorphins are produced by 
the pituitary gland and released during extreme physical activity, like 
running and sexual encounters, which makes seeking these things 
out a pretty high priority on the human goal list! 

2. The critical 
parts of the brain 
that orchestrate 
decision making:

Hippocampus: 
is part of the Limbic System, responsible for forming and storing 

memories and connecting emotions to sensors, such as when a smell 
triggers a childhood memory. 

Amygdala:
Coordinates many of our behaviours through the fight or flight 

response, pleasure and pain, as well as determining what should be 
repeated or avoided.
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Hypothalamus: 
Is the mind body connection and triggers stress hormones into 

action. 

Cerebrum: 
Is the newest and largest part of the brain containing the cerebral 

cortex and is the part of the brain you see when it’s depicted in a 
diagram, containing four lobes: the frontal, parietal, temporal, and 
occipital lobes.

Cerebral cortex: 
Is the folded gray matter surrounding the cerebrum, it’s what 

you see when you look at a brain, and it plays an important role in 
consciousness.

Cerebellum: 
Located at the base of the brain, this older brain part plays 

an important role in motor control, and is involved in attention, 
language, and in regulating fear and pleasure responses. 

Thalamus: 
Is responsible for transmitting information from sensory receptors to 

different processing areas of the brain including the cerebral cortex. 
Housed deep within the brain, it is also responsible for regulating 
consciousness and sleep.

Brain Stem

Amygdala

Hypothalmus

Hippocampus

Cerebellum

Cerebral Cortex
Thalamus
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3. The social 
mechanisms that 
influence and 
interact with the 
brain:
Challenge is a major driver in humans, triggering 
neurochemical responses that make us feel good and drive our 
actions. Challenge is the path to getting rewards. 
Reward is the positive outcome of action and work, making it a 
major driver in human behavior. Reward triggers the release of 
positive neurochemicals and because of this, it is what we are 
conditioned to seek out.
 

Risk is related to potential danger and the possibility that 
something bad will happen if measures are not taken to avoid it. 
It’s a gamble, the higher the risk, the greater the reward. This is why 
many of us use risk as a motivator and driver for getting things done. 

Punishment is something we often go out of our way to 
avoid. Laws, regulations, relationships, work - they all embrace 
disincentives that encourage us to behave in desired ways. Yet, 
punishment can have a strange sense of pleasure associated with 
it, and, for some people, getting away with something they should 
have been punished for triggers the greatest reward. 

Motivation is the drive and reasoning behind why someone 
does something in a certain way. Intrinsic motivation is the internal 
driver, relating to goals we set for ourselves, whereas extrinsic 
motivation is when we respond to external rewards. 

Implication is the act of committing to, or getting involved in 
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something. Implicating oneself in something encourages action, in 
part to avoid looking bad for not following through. 

Comfort is a state that humans are constantly seeking. 
Comfort is associated with relaxation, safety and sometimes 
laziness.

Cognitive Biases are systematic errors in judgment, 
resulting from a filtering of information based on our existing 
preferences. Biases influence and impede decision making, often 
in unconscious ways (such as stereotyping or making assumptions 
about people based on their gender).  

Schemas are the reference points in our brains that create 
categories and order. They play a big role in influencing the way 
we interpret and understand the world.

Heuristics are unconscious ways of approaching and 
interpreting information to assist with efficient decision making. 
People develop heuristics as mental shortcuts, or ‘rules of thumb’ 
that allow them to solve problems in quick and efficient ways, 
e.g.: deciding to eat at one restaurant over another based on the 
number of people already dining there, assuming it is better if there 
are more people.

Semiotics is the study of meaning and communication 
through signs, symbols, and what they signify.

Semantics is one of the three types of semiotics and it 
is generally focused on linguistics and language. It is about the 
cognitive interpretation of words and other signifiers of language.

Reward Punishment
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four
Awkward 
things 
about 
humans 

We human beings are a funny old bunch with all of our quirks 
and oddities! But one thing you can’t deny is that we have been 
incredibly successful at taking over the planet, adapting and using 
all of its resources for our own benefit, at the expense of nearly every 
other species (except for maybe cockroaches!). There are 7.3 billion 
of us with hungry appetites for stuff, like the shiny precious things we 
wear on our fingers, the complex thinking machines we carry in our 
pockets, the foamy comfortable things we lie down on at night, the 
delicious things we put in our mouths, or the caffeinated beans we 
roast and ingest with glee. The four biggest traded commodities in 
the world are oil, coffee, agriculture and gold (respectively), and 
that says a lot about what we have collectively decided is most 
important to us as a species.
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Despite all our success as a species, there are some serious 
oddities that have evolved with us humans that make things a little 
awkward-- especially if your goal is to engage and shift our fellow 
humans’ perspectives on things! Let’s have a look at just four of them: 

1. What we say is 
not always what 
we will do. 

This phenomenon, called cognitive dissonance, explains the 
difference between what we say we will or would do, and what 
we actually do when faced with a situation. The big issue with this 
disjunct is the fact that when we are faced with the realization of 
a dissonance between opinion and action, we humans are more 
likely to change our opinion rather than change our behaviours. This 
makes us very tricky to understand, and also raises the question, is 
behaviour change even possible?

The key study that exposed this phenomenon was done in the 
1950’s by Leon Festinger. He had a hypothesis that humans have 
an innate desire to maintain a harmonious cognitive state, and 
so he set up an experiment to test how people would react to 
an uncomfortable cognitive experience. Students were invited 
to participate in a two-hour research project that involved them 
having to do a mundane task of moving wooden blocks around a 
board whilst being observed by a researcher. At the end, students 
were asked to help the researcher out as they were short-staffed 
and needed someone to fill in for the researcher role. Some students 
were offered $1 and others $20 to introduce the next student to 
the research project. The trick was that they had to lie about it. 
Upon accepting the job, they were given a sheet of paper that 
instructed them to say that the research was really “fun, exciting and 
enjoyable,” despite it being designed to be mind-numbingly boring. 
Afterwards, all the participants were interviewed on how they found 
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the boring peg-moving task they first completed. The students who 
were given $20 confirmed that it was indeed boring. But the students 
that were given $1 shifted their perspective, concluding that it was 
enjoyable and they would like to do it again. This demonstrated 
that the low financial reward was not enough to compensate for 
the uncomfortable feeling associated with lying; they adapted their 
viewpoint to match the lie (3). 

Basically, we are unpredictable, trick ourselves constantly, and 
have a cognitive glitch that encourages us to shift our opinions when 
we encounter an uncomfortable situation. But how does this affect 
learning and engagement? When someone is confronted with new 
knowledge that conflicts with their existing beliefs, they are more 
likely to resist it, as it creates a cognitive dissonance, however, under 
the right conditions, the uncomfortable feeling can be a motivator 
for learning more. 

As a sociologist, I find this to be incredibly fascinating territory, given 
that so many surveys and qualitative studies rely on what people say 
they think they would do, rather than witnessing an actual action 
to confirm that people actually do that. Take for example a very 
simple question. What motivates you to shower regularly? Think 
about it; would you say you do it to keep clean? Did you decide 
that it was the best thing for you to shower regularly? What is the 
perceived value of staying clean? More to the point, would you 
admit to not showering regularly? There is a perceived social norm 
around showering. It’s recognized as being a critical part of human 
hygiene and health, and 66% of Americans shower at least once a 
day. However some dermatologists say that showering every day is 
actually bad for us! The point is, that regardless of what you say your 
opinions and motivations are for showering or not, unless someone 
monitored your showering behaviour, we would never actually know 
what your actions or motivations are. This applies to nearly every 
personal habit; it’s easy to say we do one thing, even convince 
ourselves that that’s what we do, and then do something completely 
different, all depending on the circumstances and environment we 
find ourselves in (4) . 
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3. Read about the full experiment here: https://explorable.com/cognitive-dissonance-experiment
4. Socio Scientist, Elizabeth Shove, researched showering practices. The relationship between 
showering and sustainability is worth exploring. Check out this paper to start: https://blog.itu.dk/hest/
files/2012/10/shove_converging-conventions-of-comfort-cleanliness-and-convenience.pdf
5. McFadden (2013) The New Science of Pleasure, http://www.nber.org/papers/w18687.pdf?new_
window=1
6. Dan Ariely’s book, Predictably Irrational (2008, Harper Collins), details many fascinating examples of 
human irrationality. 

2. We systematically 
lack rationality 

The economic system we all abide by is based on the perception 
that humans are rational; on the contrary, studies show that humans 
are systematically irrational! (5)  Homo-economicus, the theory that 
humans consistently make rational decisions motivated by self-
interest, is the foundation of our mainstream economy. It assumes 
that we will all seek to maximise our utility as consumers and our profits 
as producers. Yet, countless studies and examples (6)  of human 
behaviour demonstrate that this is not the case, as a number of 
moral and social factors influence our perceptions and judgements. 

Take for example the Ultimatum Game (7) , used by behavioral 
economists to experiment with rational decision making. Imagine I 
give you $100 in $1 bills; you didn’t do anything to earn this money, I 
just decided to give it you. The catch is that you have to give some 
part of it to another person who is sitting in front of you. That second 
person then gets to decide if they will keep or reject what you offer 
them. If they keep it, great, you both get the cash. If they reject it, 
you both get nothing. You both know the rules before you play, so 
what do you do? Do you give her 50% or just a few dollars? Whatever 
you propose, it makes complete rational sense for your fellow player 
to accept any offer, as you will both be richer than before. However, 
in many cases people reject what they believe to be an unfair offer, 
thus punishing you both. So what do most people do? In many cases, 
especially in socially bonded groups, most people end up splitting 
the cash somewhere between 40% and 50%, but if the offer is below 
$30 players tend to reject it, often citing feelings of being insulted as 
the reason.  
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3.  We are all 
social animals 

There is no doubt that our collective successes are attributed to 
our ability to create social bonds that protect us and help us flourish 
(8). Our evolution to this current state has involved some curious 
adaptations to the human brain and social conditions in order to 
maximize our ability to connect, share and support each other. One 
such adaptation shared with our fellow primates, mirror neurons, 
was discovered only recently. Located in the motor control part 
of the brain, they are empathetic neurons that fire up when we 
see someone else doing something. Scientists say that when mirror 
neurons are firing, we tend to imitate the other person in order to 
create social cohesion (9). This is why when someone smiles at you, 
you automatically smile back. By subconsciously mirroring the actions 
of those around us, we create shared connections. 

Oxytocin is a social bonding chemical that makes our relationships 
strong by flowing when we feel conformable and connected with 
someone else, and there are all sorts of cognitive biases that assist us 
in being accepted by others. We are, basically, cognitively wired to 
be happiest in packs with other likeminded people, where we feel 
valued and safe. On the flip side of this desire to be in strong social 
bonds is the loneliness that results from a lack of them. Loneliness can 
be very severe -- so much so that emotional isolation is now ranked 
higher than smoking as a risk factor for death (10) . 

As social animals, we thrive in conditions that are positive and 
support us. Conversely, we wilt and struggle in negative and 
isolated environments. When it comes to learning, experiences 
and environments directly affect our ability to absorb and process 
information. Social interactions have a strong influence on our 
opinions, as we seek reward for good behaviour and attempt to 
avoid punishment and ridicule for bad behaviour. These are all 
factors that play into our desire to be liked and, ultimately, loved by 
our fellow humans. 
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7.  Shermer (2008), The Mind of the Market, in Scientific America,  http://www.scientificamerican.com/
article/the-mind-of-the-market/
8. It’s a grand statement, I know, but there is much research on this. Here is just one fascinating 
summary article: Vrticka (2013) Evolution of the ‘Social Brain’ in Humans: What Are the Benefits and 
Costs of Belonging to a Social Species?, via Huffington Post: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/pascal-
vrticka/human-social-development_b_3921942.html
9. Like any new discovery, this is not without controversy. Wired has a great article covering the 
current and misguided reports on mirror neurons by Jarrett (2013):  http://www.wired.com/2013/12/a-
calm-look-at-the-most-hyped-concept-in-neuroscience-mirror-neurons/
10. Shulevitz (2013) “The Lethality of Lonliness”, in The New Republic: https://newrepublic.com/
article/113176/science-loneliness-how-isolation-can-kill-you

4. We have a 
predisposition to 
status anxiety 

Status and class may be less obvious nowadays than they were in 
the last century, although there is still a pertinent anxiety that exists 
around what others think of us. Do they like us? Are we going to be 
judged? Are we seen as successful / beautiful / intelligent? We fear 
judgement and thus seek out life choices that will help us be seen as 
successful. We want to be, or at least appear to be, winners rather 
than losers. A philosopher, Alain de Botton, wrote about this in his 
2004 book Status Anxiety. He explains, “We care about our status 
for a simple reason: because most people tend to be nice to us 
according to the amount of status we have (it is no coincidence 
that the first question we tend to be asked by new acquaintances is 
‘What do you do?’).” 

We are wired to compare ourselves to others, to measure 
success based on the dominant status of the culture within which 
we are socialised, and thus we regulate our behaviour to match 
the expected norms. Anxiety is the byproduct of ambition and we 
seek social acceptance through status acquisition. We get a rush 
of serotonin when we succeed and feel the stressful sting of cortisol 
when we aren’t acknowledged as being worthy of the status we 
seek. Our built-in desire to be loved and respected drives our choices 
for everything from our career paths, to our lovers, to the things we 
buy. 
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Way back in 1899, the term “conspicuous consumption” was first 
coined by Thorstein Veblen, who noted that people spent money on 
things to impress others. Things have come a long, long way in the 
consumption department since then, many (including myself) would 
argue that we have rampant, unsustainable consumption patterns 
driven by the manipulative and insidious activities of marketers 
and corporations. Our predisposition to comparing ourselves to 
dominant social expectations, of wealth, glamour, success and 
prestige, is contributing to our trashing of the planet (not to mention 
our dwindling levels of happiness). 

-------------------------------------------

Modern psychology and social sciences have indeed shown us 
that rationality and conscious decision making are not as prominent 
as we would like to think. We are more predictably irrational 
than rational and are driven by a myriad of unconscious drivers. 
Physiologically, our intellect is in service to our emotions, not the other 
way around. There are more neurological pathways going from the 
limbic (emotional) part of the brain to the cerebrum (the rational 
thinking part), and thus our decisions and actions are very much ruled 
by our emotional state. Consider these as cognitive weaknesses. Just 
as we have certain physical weaknesses, we also have areas that we 
lack the ability to control with will and might alone. But this doesn’t 
mean that we can’t discover ways of overcoming our cognitive ruts 
and reorienting our biases! 
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five
Cognitive 
Biases 

Cognitive biases are systematic thinking errors that impede 
decision making. First introduced to the academic community in the 
1970’s, there are not just five, but hundreds (11) of brain biases that 
affect and influence our actions and decisions, mostly in unconscious 
ways. Some, like “negativity bias” and “choice paralysis,” are easy 
to spot—such as when you can’t help but fixate on all the negative 
comments you get on twitter, instead of seeing the far more positive 
ones, or when you are so overwhelmed by options that instead of 
making a decision you opt for nothing instead. Other biases, such as 
“blind spots,” “functional fixations” and “the bystander effect,” are 
much harder to identify in ourselves and others, making them blind 
spots in our decision making. 

Cognitive biases are a fundamental part of how we experience, 
interpret and act in the world-- which makes them incredibly 
important knowledge points. Being able to understand and identify 
these 20 commonly experienced cognitive biases will help you to 
develop greater empathy, be more aware of motivations, and 
enhance your negotiating and leadership skills. 

11. Wilke & Mata, (2012) Encyclopaedia of Human Behaviour, Elsevier, http://people.clarkson.
edu/~awilke/Research_files/EoHB_Wilke_12.pdf
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Bandwagon effect: 
The tendency to believe or do something 
because lots of other people do the same. 
Similar to “groupthink” and “herd behaviour,” 
wherein humans follow the pack.

Confirmation bias: 
A tendency to seek out, interpret, focus on 
and remember information in a way that 
confirms one’s pre-existing perceptions. 

Hot Cold Empathy gap:
When one underestimates the influence that strong 
visceral feelings, such as being hungry or hurt, have 
on decision making. This is based on the idea that 
human experience is “state-dependent.”

Framing effect: 
Drawing different conclusions from, and having 
different reactions to, the same information, 
depending on how that information is 
presented. A positive or negative frame 
influences the perception of risk or reward. 

Hindsight bias: 
When a past event is perceived as being more 
predictable than it really was. Sometimes 
referred to as the “I-knew-it-all-along” effect, 
hindsight bias is an overestimation of the ability 
to predict outcomes. 
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Functional fixedness: 
When an object is perceived as having only 
its primary and most obvious function, while 
limiting the possibility of use for other purposes.

Loss Aversion: 
People give preference to avoiding a loss over 
obtaining gains, and psychologically a loss is 
almost twice as powerful as a gain. People 
often expect more money to give up an object 
than they would be willing to pay for it. 

Negativity bias: 
The psychological phenomenon of recalling 
unpleasant or negative memories and 
experiences more often than positive ones. 

Blind-spot bias: 
The failure to recognize one’s own 
cognitive bias is in itself a cognitive 
bias. People tend to see biases in 
others more often than in themselves. 

Conservatism bias: 
The practice of seeking out information that 
confirms one’s pre-existing beliefs, whilst 
ignoring anything that contradicts them. 
People were slow to accept that the Earth 
was indeed round, maintaining their earlier 
belief that the planet was flat. Similarly, this 
applies to conversations on climate change. 
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Information bias: 
A distorted evaluation of information based 
on the belief that acquiring more and more 
information will lead to a better result, even if 
the information is irrelevant. 

Pro-innovation bias: 
Having excessive optimism about the usefulness 
of inventions or innovation, while failing to 
identify its limitations and weaknesses.

Gambler’s fallacy: 
The mistaken belief that frequently occurring 
events will happen less frequently in the future. 
This belief assumes that a balancing effect 
dictates the occurrences of events. 

Bystander effect: 
When, based on other group member’s inaction, 
individuals do not offer help to someone. The 
likelihood of someone helping is directly related to 
the number of bystanders. The more people that 
are inactive, the less likely someone is to help. 

Availability heuristic: 
Overestimating the importance of information 
that is readily available to you. Examples and 
information that are immediately available 
are powerful influences in decision making. 
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Ostrich effect: 
When someone decides to ignore negative 
or dangerous information by “burying 
one’s head in the sand.” This action of 
intentionally avoiding the reality of a 
situation results in a wilful ignorance.   

Selective perception:  
When individuals select what they want 
to see by allowing expectations to 
influence their perception of something. 
For example, not seeing obvious 
penalties committed by your favourite 
sports team, whilst noticing all the 
inflictions meted out by the other team. 

Survivorship bias: 
When decisions are made based on an 
awareness of past successes whilst failures are 
ignored.  This bias can be spotted in the tech 
start-up world, where the ideas and businesses 
that thrive become well known while the failed 
attempts are hidden or just not advertised. 

Halo effect: 
When one’s perception of something or 
someone is influenced by a single positive 
or negative trait and the perceptions “spill 
over” from one area to another.

Status quo bias: 
A preference to maintain the current state of 
affairs and a desire for things to stay the same.  
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six
tips for 
facilitating 
change 

Despite all of the cognitive biases and neurochemicals dictating 
our behaviours, we still manage to build amazing things and solve 
incredibly complex problems. 

Our minds are amazing and our social experiences are the root of 
joy and happiness. Understanding our cognitive and social flaws is 
part of the path to busting brain ruts and creating opportunities for 
innovation. 

Here are six ideas for designing experiences that engage, delight 
and inspire change. 
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1. Ask questions 
We respond to challenge and reward. Setting up questions that 

ignite people’s curiosity and encourage active participation creates 
not only an environment in which people feel invited to contribute, 
but also it challenges the brain in a different way than the standard 
flow of listening and absorbing. Questions can be rhetorical, open 
ended, multiple choice, quests, reflections, word associations, 
challenges, or even hypothetical. The trick is to use questions well; 
do not just ask the group arbitrary or random things, use well placed 
and thoughtful provocations that trigger thinking and action. Asking 
questions can be an incredibly powerful way to frame a point, as 
you set up the space for people to positively question themselves 
and to be curious about the answers. 

I use questions as a way to ignite the mind, set up a frame of 
reference, and then provide the opportunity for seeing something 
differently. The objective is not to prove someone is right or wrong. 
It’s about creating the right level of curiosity so that, even if someone 
is wrong, they feel good about the new knowledge they receive. 

2. Design the experience: 
Design is a powerful social influence that affects our emotions and 

experiences. Whilst good design delights, bad design can annoy and 
irritate. Designing experiences does not only require you to consider 
the physical environment, but also the journey through space and 
the artefacts and visuals used to curate a particular outcome. 
We are all too aware of the “death by power-point” problem that 
many presenters fall into; slides should be a visual aid to your verbal 
contribution, used to help guide the audience through a journey. 

In the case of presentations (and with a lot of good design in 
general), less is more. I always try and have visuals with minimal text 
on my slides, choosing words and images that help me tell narratives 
stored in my mind. It is far better to speak organically than to get 
stuck reading content from slides. Also, if your slides are text-heavy, 
you risk splitting peoples’ attention-- it can be difficult for people to 
try to read what is on the screen while listening to something else.
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The way a room is set up and the position of the presenter both 
convey meaning to the participants. You can create or abolish a 
sense of authority and encourage different power structures based 
on where the speaker is placed, whether they are standing or sitting, 
using a round table versus traditional classroom format, etc. All of 
these simple spatial decisions will trigger different responses in the 
people you are working with. 

Consider the room, the visuals you choose and your speech (or 
presentation / facilitation etc.) to be components that work together 
to create an atmosphere that people will respond to. You obviously 
can’t design for everyone’s needs, but you certainly can consider 
the ways in which subtle cues are influencing people in positive 
or negative ways and alter things for the better. I for one use the 
difference of standing and sitting whilst presenting as a way of 
emphasizing content. I am also very particular about the way a room 
is laid out, as I have found certain configurations present authority 
and others foster community. Once I was given a teaching room 
that didn’t have chairs, just beanbags, and it created such a relaxed 
atmosphere that we often all started falling asleep (including me)! 

3. Make it fun: 
Even if you are not funny per se, I’m sure you know the difference 

between a fun and a boring presentation. The most dry and 
depressing content can still be broken up with a little humor or 
creative activity. Some people use props, others use funny slides. I 
personally like to joke a little at my own expense. After all, if you can’t 
laugh at yourself, who can you laugh at? Fun can be embodied in a 
little light humor and also through the selection of experiences and 
activities that people are invited to participate in.  

I often run classes on design critique and observational research 
outdoors in random environments, as they provide a totally unique 
space to learn in and make the process of discovery more fun! I use 
gamified mechanics such as reward and risk to create environments 
that excite people. I’m really into turning things into games, but often 
in subversive or subtle ways. After all, we all know how to play games; 
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it was a critical part of our social construction to learn to play by 
the rules and the reward of winning, so games are a really useful 
mechanism for creating fun and playful experiences that ignite 
change.

4. Tell stories 
Far too often presenters forget about the power of personal and 

relevant narratives. Not only are we inherently primed for storytelling, 
but also good stories can trigger all sorts of emotions, like empathy 
and even anger, which are powerful tools for memory and cognition. 

I always try to weave a learning objective into a story. Whether it is 
a personal anecdote, something I witnessed, or an historical study or 
experiment, the narratives I share help to trigger visual and emotional 
memories for the listeners. When feelings and memories are linked 
to the content you’re covering, the learnings become easier to 
comprehend and remember. Obviously not all facts or information 
need to be storified, but there are countless opportunities to interject 
a narrative into complex pieces of information, illustrating the point 
in different ways. 

Whenever I’m doing a big public speaking engagement, I design 
a series of story- based vignettes around the critical themes I want 
to convey. I make a slide deck that has a range of ambiguous visual 
slides that are intended to trigger my memory of the story, which 
I tease out over the course of my talk. I often end up throwing in 
random analogies and anecdotal experiences as they come to 
mind as well, all anchored on the core transfer objective of what 
I am trying to convey. Say, for example, I want to get people to 
understand that everything is interconnected and that humans 
create complex systems, which overlay and mismatch with the 
ecological systems that sustain life on Earth. I could tell a story about 
being lost in Tokyo due to the complex, yet culturally relevant, Tokyo 
subway map. In doing so, I would be layering the narrative of that 
experience over a lesson on the cultural relevance of systems design, 
and afterwards I could ask people to share similar stories of their own. 
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5. Admit what you don’t know: 
It happens to all of us; there is just stuff we don’t know. We should, 

in the spirit of knowledge sharing, admit when things are outside 
of our skill-sets or knowledge sphere. In fact, admitting knowledge 
gaps, can help get them filled quickly! Someone else might have 
the answer, or get inspired to find the answer, and share it with 
everyone else. I find a lack of knowledge about something to be 
more interesting than an overabundance of knowledge, as it drives 
my curiosity and the desire to learn more. 

If we are to be effective educators and facilitators, then we should 
be willing to show just how much and how little we know about the 
world. After all, it’s an amazingly complex mess that we humans are 
all collectively, and continuously, trying to figure out.  

Professor George Lowenstein has a great theory about the 
relationship between knowledge acquisition and curiosity. It is called 
the Information Gap Theory (12)  and it is all about what motivates us 
to find out new things. Some say it’s a little like the story of Goldilocks. 
If someone is presented with a gap in their knowledge that is too big, 
they will ignore it because it’s too hard. If the gap between what 
someone currently knows and what they need to know is too small, 
they often ignore that too because it’s too easy. But if the knowledge 
gap is just the right size, then people will be intrinsically motivated to 
seek out the information required to fill the established gap. “This gap 
has emotional consequences: it feels like a mental itch, a mosquito 
bite on the brain. We seek out new knowledge because we know 
that’s how we scratch the itch.” (13) 

6. Co-create, don’t dictate: 
Co-design is a creative practice of allowing for problems to 

be unpacked and explored through facilitated collaboration. 
Sometimes called Participatory Design, it’s all about just that, 
including everyone in the discussion and design of the outcomes. 
There are many different ways of employing this approach, but I 
personally like to use question cards, gamified experiences and 
team- based workshops to create an atmosphere of contribution 
and empowerment. 
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Co-design can be tough, and in some cases you do need to pull 
rank (especially on some unruly teenagers or silverback CEOs!), but 
co-creating allows for an open equal space to be developed and 
should at least, in part, be utilized in your experience design. You can 
jump out of co-curator mode and back into boss mode at any time, 
but be mindful of the entire experience that you are facilitating. It is 
helpful to incorporate a collaborative space into your program as 
it makes people feel respected and appreciated. Under the right 
conditions, participants are more likely to respond to complexity and 
let creativity flow.

There are some times where your objective is to translate and 
transfer knowledge in a short period of time, and having everyone 
participate equally in that could ruin or derail the experience. But 
once you have a co-design framework, you can sprinkle it into your 
program where it fits. For example, I was recently facilitating a multi-
day educational experience and, after a series of mishaps, our bus 
driver got lost and we ended up driving around for hours, never 
making it to our original destination. As the host of the experience I 
could have made an executive decision about what we would do 
next without consulting the group. But, knowing full well the potential 
impacts that this would have on the group, I instead opened it up 
to the group to weigh in all the options and decide collectively how 
they wanted to proceed based on all the available information. In 
the end the entire group was happy with the choice, and it led to 
stronger outcomes in the long run. 

12. Lowenstein (1994) The Psychology of Curiosity: a review and  reinterpretation, American 
Psychological Association: https://www.cmu.edu/dietrich/sds/docs/loewenstein/PsychofCuriosity.pdf
13. Lehrer, Jonah (2010) The Itch of  Curiosity, Wired:  http://www.wired.com/2010/08/the-itch-of-
curiosity/
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Well, I hope that I have whet your appetite 

enough to create the right conditions for a 

mental itch, so that you will seek out more 

information on some of the content and arenas 

I explored in this handbook. There are always 

more case studies, more details and more 

information to explore and synthesize. I see 

knowledge as an ongoing life journey. There 

is no final destination, no point of completion, 

but rather the cycle of learning, translating 

and sharing is part of the rhythm of life itself. 

So, my reader friend, I do hope that you are 

enlightened a little more by the syntheses I 

presented here, and that you will take this new 

knowledge and transfer it to others as you 

move forward with your agenda to contribute 

to positive social change. 

Until next time, 

Leyla Acaroglu, November 2015

SO, NOW WHAT?
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